Abstract

The controversy surrounding the Pak-Afghan border and its mismanagement continues to be one of the most contentious bilateral issues between Pakistan and Afghanistan. In the recent past, relations between the two neighbours have reached their lowest following a number of clashes along the Pak-Afghan border, which have led to fatalities on both sides. Although internationally the Durand Line is accepted as a recognised border, yet all successive Afghan regimes, including the Taliban have rejected the legality of the border. Since 2012-13, there has been a steady rise in cross-border movement, cross-border attacks and militancy, which has sparked a debate in Pakistan to advocate for effective management and regulation of the Pak-Afghan border. However, all border initiatives proposed by Pakistan have been rejected by Afghanistan. There appears to be a contradiction in the Afghan position. On the one hand, Afghan authorities claim that the Durand Line divides families living on both sides of the border, yet at the same time they continue to accuse Pakistan of interference, supporting the Afghan Taliban, cross-border terrorism, considering Afghanistan its ‘backyard,’ and ‘fifth province.’ The Afghans allege that Pakistan does not respect Afghanistan’s sovereignty. Ironically, whenever Pakistan has raised the issue of border recognition, management or regulation, there has been stern opposition from Afghanistan. Therefore, it is essential that Pakistan and Afghanistan find a mechanism to manage, stabilise and control the unregulated border. This requires an effective border control regime that transforms this historically contentious border into a conduit for cooperation rather than confrontation. This paper focuses on the reasons that have made the Pak-Afghan border so contentious, the steps Pakistan is taking to secure this border, and reasons for Afghan opposition. The paper also suggests a way forward.
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Introduction

Historically, the issue of legality, territorial claim and management of the Pak-Afghan border has been one of the bilateral irritants between Pakistan and Afghanistan. Since Pakistan’s independence, with the exception of Nadir Shah and King Zahir Shah, both had begun to acknowledge the legality of the Durand Line as well as the present day Khyber Paktunkhwa (KPK) and Federally Administered Tribal Area (FATA) as parts of Pakistan’s territory. However, successive Afghan governments including the Taliban have refused to accept legality of the Pak-Afghan border. Afghanistan has raised territorial claims over Pakistan’s territory i.e., present day KPK and has also challenged the legality of the Durand Line on the basis that these “contested areas” belonged to Afghanistan in the 18th century, through an agreement signed in 1893, between the Foreign Secretary of the British Indian government, Sir Mortimer Durand and the then ruler of Afghanistan, King Abdur Rehman Khan, which demarcated the 2,640 km (1,610 miles) border between British India and Afghanistan.

Subsequently, after the creation of Pakistan, the disputed and contested areas by Afghanistan became legal parts of Pakistan’s territory, as it was a successor state to the British government in India. Pakistan being a legal successor state was entitled to enjoy full sovereignty over this area and has all the rights and obligations towards the people of this area. However, Afghanistan continued to contest these areas on the grounds that the agreement was forced upon the Afghan King Rahman by the British government in 1893. Afghanistan claimed that the agreement was signed for a period of 100 years which was already expired in 1994; and the agreement was made with the British government and not with Pakistan, so in essence, the agreement can be regarded as invalid.¹

Pakistan has always upheld the norms of international law and maintained its stand on the Durand Line as “a valid international boundary recognised and confirmed by Afghanistan on several occasions. This acknowledges that the

Durand Line terminates Afghan sovereignty over the territory or influence over the people living east of it.  

Successive British governments have also, throughout the years, endorsed Pakistan’s stance on the issue. Soon after Afghanistan began to make territorial claims, the British Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations, Philip Noel-Baker, with reference to the then North West Frontier Province (NWFP) territory, stated in 1950 that “it is His Majesty’s view that Pakistan is in international law the inheritor of the rights and duties of the old government of India and of His Majesty’s government in the United Kingdom, in these territories, and that the Durand Line is the international frontier.”  

This stance was upheld and reiterated by the then British Prime Minister in 1956, before the British Parliament. Pakistan’s position was also supported by its international allies such as the members of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO). In their ministerial meeting held in Karachi in March 1956, “the council declared that their governments recognised that the sovereignty of Pakistan extends up to the Durand Line, the international boundary between Pakistan and Afghanistan.”

**Pakhtunistan**

While Afghanistan’s claims on Pakistan’s territory did not gain any support, successive Afghan governments began to raise the issue of ‘Pakhtunistan’ — demanding a separate land for the ethnic Pashtun group living along the Pak-Afghan border. The Afghans raised and used the issue to put pressure on Pakistan.

Although the *Pakhtunistan* question along with the Durand Line remained the most dominant and contentious bilateral issue between Pakistan and Afghanistan, it did not gain traction. The question of the

---

Durand Line was mostly exploited by the various Afghan governments to threaten the territorial integrity of Pakistan. Support for an independent homeland for the Pashtuns on Pakistan’s side of the border was limited and soon withered away. Despite repeated attempts to internationalise the *Pashunistan* issue and ignite a movement for an ‘Independent Pashtunistan,’ the Pashtuns living on Pakistan’s side of the border chiefly in KPK and FATA had no desire to amalgamate with the Pashtuns of Afghanistan. In fact, this issue was settled prior to Pakistan’s independence. Even though there was a quest for Pashtun independence in NWFP in British India led by Ghaffar Khan, a referendum was held from July 6-17, 1947 in which more than 50 per cent of the people voted for the accession of NWFP to Pakistan.\(^6\) Similarly, a *Jirgah* was held in the tribal agencies of Pakistan (FATA) in which the tribal leaders swore allegiance to the state, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan, and agreed to join Pakistan.\(^7\)

Even after independence, politically Afghanistan did its best to put pressure on Pakistan. In 1948, when Pakistan joined the United Nations (UN), Afghanistan was the only country that voted against it on the pretext that it had not given the right to self-determination to its Pashtun inhabitants.\(^8\) Two years later, violent clashes broke out between Pakistan and Afghanistan in the border region.\(^9\) In September 1960, the incursions by the Afghan forces from Afghanistan into Bajaur, one of the agencies in FATA, led again to clashes, this time with the Pakistan Army. The tensions were followed by a complete breakdown of ties in 1961, which were later restored in 1964. During the three years of tense ties (1961-64), successive Afghan governments continued to celebrate a ‘*Pashtunistan Day*’ and tried to internationalise the *Pashunistan* issue. The Afghan government brought the issue to the International Islamic

---

\(^6\) Pakistan received 289,244 and India 2,874 out of 572,798 total votes. S M Burke and Lawrence Ziring *Pakistan’s Foreign Policy: A Historical Analysis* (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1990), 70.


Economic Conference and raised it at the UN. However, successive Afghan governments have failed to gain the desired support and recognition for their stance regarding \textit{Pashtunistan}. The Afghan demands for a separate state of \textit{Pashtunistan} have seldom found adequate support among the majority of Pasthuns living along the Pak-Afghan border in Pakistan. Although a minority in strength, there are more Pasthuns living in Pakistan than in Afghanistan.

Pashtuns live on both sides of the Pak-Afghan border and often hail from the same tribe, they are not as closely united as often expressed or perceived by Pasthun nationalists or proponents of \textit{Pashtunistan}. After the creation of Pakistan, Pasthun organisations that promoted independence like the \textit{Khudai Khidmatgar} Movement were banned in 1948. Successor parties like the National Awami Party (NAP) formed in 1957, and headed by Abdul Wali Khan, remained “on the borderline between autonomy and independence” and eventually suffered because of a power struggle and lack of support for Pashtun independence. While this is not to deny that certain segments within the Pasthuns did demand national independence, the majority of them preferred to stay within the context of the Pakistani state even if there was an ongoing struggle between the centre and the provinces over the question of autonomy. Hence, the movements in Pakistan that promoted independence waned among Pasthuns in Pakistan. The Pashtuns as an ethnic community has successfully integrated politically, economically, socially, and culturally within Pakistan as compared to the other ethnic groups and continue to be an active part of the military and bureaucracy.

While the issue of \textit{Pashtunistan} has largely remained dormant for a number of reasons (including the ongoing unrest in Afghanistan) and may not be an issue of concern for Pakistan, as it remains unresolved on the Afghan side. It is only a matter of time before the debate and demand

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{10} Arif Hussain, \textit{Pakistan: Its Ideology and Foreign Policy} (London: Frank Cass, 1966), 120.  
\textsuperscript{11} Burke and Ziring, \textit{Pakistan’s Foreign Policy}.  
\textsuperscript{12} The total population of Afghanistan is around 26 million of which 40 to 45 per cent are considered as Pasthuns, i.e., 10 to 11 million people. In Pakistan 15 per cent of the total population of 160 million people speak Pasthu, i.e., 24 million people.  
for a united homeland for the ‘Pashtuns’ is raised by the Afghans once again.

**Pak-Afghan Border**

So while the demand for *Pashtunistan* remains latent, the controversy surrounding the Pak-Afghan border and its mismanagement continues to be the key irritant in the bilateral relationship. Although initially the border issue was downplayed by both states, the Afghan state’s non-acceptance of the border and increase in militancy in Pakistan, cross-border attacks and movement of militants led to a debate within Pakistan to advocate effective management and regulation of the Pak-Afghan border. Since 2001, successive governments of both countries have been facing immense domestic security threats, largely emanating from the unrestricted movement of militants across the Pak-Afghan border. The porous Pak-Afghan border witnesses an unprecedented and unmonitored movement of around 50,000 to 60,000 people daily,\(^\text{14}\) with more than 90 per cent of the flow originating from Afghanistan into Pakistan.\(^\text{15}\) Therefore, Pakistan has started taking strict measures on its side of the border and has initiated phased fencing of its border with Afghanistan in KPK (1,230km) and Balochistan (1,381km).\(^\text{16}\) So far high infiltration prone areas of Khyber Agency, Bajaur and Mohmand are being fenced in the first phase. Whereas in the second phase, fencing of the remaining border areas, including Balochistan, would be completed. Besides fencing, the Pakistan Army and the Frontier Corps KPK are constructing new forts and border posts to improve surveillance and ‘defensibility.’ Around 205 security check posts have been established on the Pakistani side while Afghanistan only has 133.\(^\text{17}\) Additionally, 43 border post and forts already exist on Pakistani side while another 63 border posts and forts are under construction.\(^\text{18}\) As many as 338 border posts and forts are


\(^{18}\) “Border Management.”
in the pipeline which will be completed by 2019.\textsuperscript{19} The aerial surveillance and special radar systems have also been installed on the Pakistani side.

Apart from fencing, Pakistan no longer allows people without a valid passport and visa to enter the country through key crossing points. In addition to the Torkham check post in KPK, four additional check points are to be constructed in FATA in the South Waziristan, North Waziristan, Kurram and Mohmand agencies to help facilitate legal entrants. Pakistan has decided to construct some 443 small and large security forts on the Pakistani side in FATA, 35 forts in Malakand, 54 in Bajaur and 55 in North Waziristan Agency, while 77 are presently under construction in different parts of the seven agencies.\textsuperscript{20} As a result of the measures taken by Pakistan, not only have terrorist safe havens in FATA largely been eliminated, violence and terrorist activities in Pakistan have also reduced significantly.\textsuperscript{21} In particular, for Pakistan, border management has become even more pivotal after the success it has achieved as a result of Operation Zarb-e-Azb, launched in 2014, against the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) in North Waziristan which is in its final stage currently been fought in the Khyber agency. Hence, Pakistan has made several attempts to explore options for workable and practical options for border management through formal negotiations; however, successive Afghan governments have been less forthcoming.

In an effort to prevent the illegal crossing of the militants and also to put an end to the continuous accusations levelled against Pakistan for supporting Taliban attacks in Afghanistan, Pakistan in 2006, decided to fence parts of the 2,640 km (1,610 miles) border.\textsuperscript{22} However, this initiative was even then met with strong opposition from the Afghan side, which noted that the line would only lead to dividing and separating the ethnic tribes on both sides of the border. The Afghan government complained to the UN Security Council regarding Pakistan’s so called ‘violations along the border’ and asked that Pakistan must take Afghanistan’s consent before

\textsuperscript{19} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{20} Yousafzai, “Pakistan Army ‘Has Satellite Proof’ of Afghan Involvement in Cross-Border Terrorism.”
implementation of the fencing and other procedures. It is pertinent to highlight that under international law, Pakistan has the legal right to fence its side of the border without consent from Afghanistan following the precedence of the US-Mexico border, which has been unilaterally fenced by the US under the Secure Fence Act 2006. This has been deemed lawful under international law since the US as a sovereign state is entitled to protect its territory, integrity, and national security through the implementation of immigration policy.23

Similarly, in another effort to monitor the border and influx of militants, the Pakistani authorities installed a biometric system at the Chaman border crossing ‘Bab-e-Dosti’ (The Friendship Gate) in Balochistan, in January 2007.24 However, that too was opposed as angry protestors attacked the border gate and the system had to be done away with. Although the biometric system was installed on an experimental basis, its purpose was to replace the previous permit system by issuing border passes based on computerised National Identity Cards (NIC) issued by the National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA). Similarly, in May 2013, the clashes erupted between the Pak-Afghan forces, when Pakistani forces tried to repair a gate at Pakistan’s Gursal military post (near the Afghan district of Goshtain) in the province of Nangarhar. In June 2013, in an effort to curb illegal movement as well as undocumented trade, which according to officials surpasses US$2.5 billion annually, costing millions of dollars a month in lost customs duties.25 Pakistan began the construction of a 100-kilometre-long trench in Balochistan on the Chaman-Kandhar border which was finally completed in June 2016.26

24 “First Biometrics System Installed at Border Crossing with Afghanistan.”
26 Qaiser Butt, “1,100km Trench Built Alongside Pak-Afghan Border in Balochistan,” *Express Tribune*, June 20, 2016.
Recent Border Tensions

During the recent past, relations between the two neighbours have reached their lowest following a number of clashes along their common border which have led to fatalities on both sides. In June 2016, Pakistan informed Afghan authorities about the installation of new border initiatives for ‘facilitating cross-border movement,’ and ‘curbing unregulated and illegal cross-border movement.’ These measures included the construction of a gate at the Torkham crossing, as well as valid and legal travel documents (passport and visa) for all the Afghans entering Pakistan, including those Afghan students (numbering 300) who enter Pakistan daily for studies. This move is a part of the National Action Plan (NAP), initiated in 2015, to curb terrorism as well as a widespread effort to secure the Pak-Afghan border. Prior to this, due to the unregulated border system, all those entering Pakistan from Afghanistan would do so without legal travel documents. However, the Afghan authorities expressed strong opposition and resorted to unprovoked firing, which resulted in the death of Major Jawad Ali Changezi, as well as one Afghan soldier. It is pertinent to highlight that the Afghan authorities had been intimated about Pakistan’s initiatives at Torkham well in advance as construction work had commenced in November 2014. As a result, tensions were high in both the countries. Public demonstrations were held in Afghanistan against Pakistan, where Pakistani flags were burnt and slogans of ‘death to Pakistan’ were chanted. Similarly, in Pakistan, emotions ran high amongst the public who demanded the expulsion of Afghan refugees from Pakistan. Following clashes, on June 15, 2016, a ceasefire was agreed upon by the border authorities of both the countries. Prior to this, on May 10, 2016, the Torkham border had been closed for four days after Afghan security forces prevented the installation of a fence by Pakistan despite being 30 meters inside Pakistan’s territory. As a result, tensions escalated as the two countries deployed tanks and

28 “Border Management System Starts Functioning at Torkham.”
29 Khan, “Afghanistan, Pakistan Agree on Ceasefire along Torkham Border.”
additional troops along the Torkham border. In an effort to ease tensions and improve border management, on May 21, 2016, Pakistan’s military constructed a gate for Afghanistan at Angoor Adda, (South Waziristan) in Afghan territory of the check post ‘as a gift.’ However, the Afghan authorities allegedly closed the Angoor Adda border for several hours, which left thousands, including women and children, stranded on the border.

Following tensions, the former Advisor to the Prime Minister on Foreign Policy, Sartaj Aziz, invited the Afghan officials headed by Deputy Foreign Minister, Hikmat Khalil Karzai, to discuss efforts for border management and security in order to prevent recurrence of border skirmishes in the future. As a result, an agreement was reached on June 20, 2016, between both the countries for ‘a mechanism for discussions on border-related issues; however, no headway was made on the new border plans Pakistan had initiated at the Torkham border crossing.

Stringent security measures were also implemented at the Pak-Afghan border crossing in Chaman, Balochistan, after Afghan nationals raised anti-Pakistan slogans, burnt Pakistan’s flag and pelted stones at the Friendship Gate. As a result, on August 18, 2016, Pakistan closed the Bab-e-Dosti (The Friendship Gate). On September 1, 2016, Pakistan agreed to reopen the gate after receiving a written apology from Afghanistan. Prior to this, the 15th flagship meeting between Pakistan and Afghanistan took place on August 31, 2016, where officials from both the sides agreed to “pay due respect to each other’s testimonials” and “hold a monthly flag meeting to address issues of mutual interest for ensuring a peaceful environment.” A similar flag meeting was also held at the Frontier Constabulary (FC) compound at Torkham.

Reluctance on the part of the Afghan government to officially recognise or accept the border due to domestic constraints is understandable. No matter how popular a government in Afghanistan is, it would be political suicide for any Afghan leader to do so. This has been witnessed in the case of Abdul Latif Pedram, an Afghan parliamentarian and head of the Hezb-e-Kongara Milli Afghanistan (National Congress Party of Afghanistan), who has urged the Afghan Government to set aside its differences with Pakistan and accept the Durand Line as its border as it is already an ‘internationally accepted border.’\(^\text{39}\) However, Pedram has faced severe criticism as well as security threats for his remarks, with certain Afghan MPAs demanding that he should be stripped of his parliament membership and stoned.\(^\text{40}\) Pedram’s comments follow those made by the Afghan Chief Executive, Dr. Abdullah Abdullah, who was quoted as saying that the Durand Line is not an “imaginary line” but is an internationally recognised border. According to newspaper reports, Abdullah Abdullah made the remarks during a meeting with a visiting Pakistani delegation in Kabul headed by the Governor of KPK, Iqbal Zafar Jhagra, and included Shahjee Gul Afridi, a parliamentarian from FATA.\(^\text{41}\) Afridi stated that during his interaction with Afghanistan’s Chief Executive, Dr. Abdullah, the latter acknowledged the Durand Line as an international border between Afghanistan and Pakistan.\(^\text{42}\) However, the remarks were denied by Abdullah’s spokesman, Javid Faisal, who termed them as “propaganda and psychological war.”\(^\text{43}\)

Sovereign states are defined by borders, and Afghanistan, being a sovereign and independent state, should accept its defined border to uphold its sovereignty and prevent ‘interference.’ Whenever the issue of the Pak-Afghan border has been raised as was done by Marc Grossman who told a private television channel in Kabul in 2012 that “Washington recognises the Durand Line as the international border between


\(^\text{42}\) Ibid.

Afghanistan and Pakistan,” the Afghan Foreign Ministry responded by stating that “Kabul has rejected and considered irrelevant any statement by anyone about the legal status of the Pak-Afghan border.” It is also important to highlight that Afghanistan’s boundaries with the former Soviet Union (now Turkistan and Uzbekistan) and Persia (now Iran) were also demarcated by the British. However, Afghanistan has not challenged or questioned the legality of the border as they do with Pakistan nor have they claimed that these boundaries divide families, living on both sides of the border.

It is also imperative to highlight that apart from successive Afghan governments, insurgent groups operating in both states including the Afghan Taliban, neither the Haqqani Network nor the TTP recognise the legality of the border. For too long, the Pak-Afghan border has been wittingly or unwittingly used by militant groups and elements whose activities have been detrimental to the vital interests of both Pakistan and Afghanistan. Apart from the legal crossings, insurgent activity has also been taking place under the garb of trade. Militant groups have often moved freely across the Pak-Afghan border by exploiting the existing transit trade agreements, such as the Afghan-Pakistan Transit Trade Agreement (APTTA), which was renewed in 2011. The selected routes through which the Pak-Afghan trade occurs and Afghan goods are transported, pass through major cities and towns such as Karachi, Quetta, Chaman/Spin Boldak, Peshawar, FATA and Torkham, where the militant and terrorist outfits such as the TTP and its affiliated groups have an active presence.

49 Ibid.
Subsequently, since the Afghan Security Forces (ANSF) assumed greater responsibility for security (including areas that border Pakistan), there has been a sharp rise in cross-border shelling, and attacks emanating from Afghanistan, between the ANSF and the Pakistan Army.50

From 2007-2010, around 194 border violations were reported.51 In 2011, there were 67 reported border incursions.52 The year 2012 saw a dramatic rise with 73 cross-border attacks.53 In 2013 and 2014, more than 55 cross-border attacks were reported between Pakistan and Afghanistan.54 Hence, since 2014, there was a dramatic rise in attacks across the border55 with substantial military losses on both sides, as a result of which relations between the two neighbours hit an all-time low. The year 2017 has already witnessed more than 13 cross-border attacks in its first six months and the situation does not seem to be getting any better.56

Apart from cross-border shelling, the alleged refuge given by Afghanistan to Baloch insurgent groups57 as well as members of the TTP including Mullah Fazlullahaha has been a serious issue of concern for Pakistan. After the US disengagement and the subsequent ANSF takeover of security in Afghanistan, the provinces of Kunar, Nuristan,58 Paktika, Gardaiz, Nangarhar and Pakita became the TTP’s launching

52 Ibid.
pads for cross border attacks into Pakistan.\textsuperscript{59} It is estimated that in 2012 alone, the TTP was responsible for more than 368 attacks\textsuperscript{60} across the border on Pakistani check posts in Chitral, Upper and Lower Dir and the Kurram and Bajaur agencies in FATA.\textsuperscript{61} Apart from targeting the check posts, the TTP have also launched major attacks in Pakistan, including the attack on the Pakistani Air Force base, Badhaber in Peshawar in September 2015, and the attack on the Army Public School (APS) in December 2014, which left 140 children dead.\textsuperscript{62} Hence, the TTP’s presence has not only aggravated the already tense Pak-Afghan ties but has also opened a new front in the conflict by mounting further attacks in Pakistan’s tribal areas, KPK and Balochistan.\textsuperscript{63}

Despite several recent interactions between Afghanistan and Pakistan on border management, the Afghan government have not responded positively to Pakistan’s border management proposals. After President Ghani came into power, a number of interactions took place between the militaries of both countries to improve border security and coordination from 2014-15, in which it was decided that military commanders on both sides would meet to discuss ways to improve security on both sides of the Pak-Afghan border.\textsuperscript{64} In this regard, Peshawar Corps Commander, Lt. Gen. Hidayat-ur-Rehman, travelled to Afghanistan in January 2015, where he held meetings with the Afghan military commander of the Nangrahar Province as well as officials from the Afghan Border Police.\textsuperscript{65} During the meeting, the issues relating to border security and coordination were discussed. However, these commitments and pledges were short lived as tensions across the Pak-Afghan border have not ceased as was witnessed with the recent border firing from Afghanistan.

\textsuperscript{59} Rabbani, “Prospects of Hostilities on Western Border for Pakistan.”
\textsuperscript{60} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{61} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{64} The Trilateral Meeting, between former Pakistani Army Chief, General Raheel Sharif, Afghan National Army Chief, General Sher Muhammad Karimi, and ISAF Commander, General John Campbell, in Islamabad on December 23, 2014.
on a Pakistani border post in the Khyber Agency in January 2017, in which a Pakistani soldier, Sepoy Waqas was killed.\textsuperscript{66}

**Recent Measures**

Since the success of the Pakistani military’s *Zarb-e-Azb* Operation and subsequent push of the TTP hideouts into Afghanistan, there has been an increase in attacks waged by the TTP from their bases in Afghanistan against Pakistan as was witnessed in the attacks on the APS, Bacha Khan University, and more recently, in February 2017, when Pakistan witnessed its bloodiest week, where more than 100 were killed due to attacks by the TTP, Jamat-ul-Ahrar and Islamic State (IS). As a result, Pakistan has been calling for effective border management and has begun to implement measures on its side of the border to prevent militants crossing into Pakistan from Afghanistan and vice versa. At the Torkham crossing alone, it is estimated that more than 15,000 people (refugees, smugglers, terrorists) daily move across the border illegally.\textsuperscript{67} While Pakistan has repeatedly asked the Afghan authorities to take action against the TTP chief, Mullah Fazlullah, and their hideouts in the eastern provinces of the country, also to adopt joint border initiatives, the Afghan authorities have been less forthcoming. They have accused Pakistan of “pushing a major series of global terrorist networks into Afghanistan.”\textsuperscript{68}

Hence with no compliance from the Afghan side, Pakistan, since its creation in 1947 and for the first time in its bilateral ties with Afghanistan, has begun to implement border rules which include the construction of numerous infrastructures as well as valid travel documents for both Afghans and Pakistanis moving across the border. The government declared that from January 1, 2017, all Pakistani citizens would require a valid visa to travel to Afghanistan, with the exception of residents of Landikotal who would continue to travel to Afghanistan under the easement rights as their

\textsuperscript{66} “Pakistan Army Sepoy Killed In Afghanistan Crossfire,” *Express Tribune*, January 30, 2017.

\textsuperscript{67} Naveed Ahmad, “How we can end Pakistan’s Border Security Woes,” *Express Tribune*, June 2, 2016.

\textsuperscript{68} “Pakistan ‘Pushing a Major Series of Global Terrorist Networks’ onto Afghanistan: Ghani,” *Express Tribune*, March 21, 2015.
‘rahdari’ (permit) would remain valid for crossing the Pak-Afghan border. As a result, the terrorist safe-havens in FATA have largely been eliminated and violence in Pakistan has significantly reduced.

Despite several recent interactions between Afghanistan and Pakistan, the Afghan government has not responded positively to Pakistan’s border management proposals. Furthermore, relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan fell to an all-time-low following an incident on May 5, 2017, in which Afghan forces opened fire on a Pakistani census team accompanied by the FC in the Killi Luqman and Killi Jahangir villages, close to the Chaman border crossing in Balochistan. As a result of indiscriminate firing from the Afghan side, 10 people including women, children and an FC personnel were killed, while 47 others sustained injuries. In response, Pakistan targeted Afghan check-posts, in which several Afghan National Army personnel were killed and injured. The incident further reinforced Pakistan’s call for border management.

Pakistan has expressed that it will go ahead with its proposed initiatives towards modernisation of the border. Apart from Torkham, the construction of similar installations (gates) are also planned for the other seven entry points along the Pak-Afghan border at Arandu in Chitral, in FATA which include Ghulam Khan in North Waziristan, Angoor Adda in the South Waziristan, Newa Pass in Mohmand, Gursal in Bajaur, Kharlachi in Khurram, as well as at Chaman in Balochistan. Overall around 338 border posts and forts are in the pipeline, which are expected to be functional by 2019.

---

71 “Military Operations Helped Reduce Violence in Pakistan.”
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Way Forward

i  Both Afghanistan and Pakistan should cooperate and find a workable mechanism to manage and regulate their common border and transform it into a conduit for cooperation rather than confrontation. It is essential that Pakistan and Afghanistan find a mechanism to manage, stabilise and control the unregulated cross-border movement of individuals by imposing an effective border control regime that halts illegal crossings and facilitates the legal movement of goods. In this regard, the initiatives introduced by Pakistan should be welcomed and reciprocated by Afghanistan with the aim to transform this historically contentious border into a conduit for cooperation. In addition to the two currently recognised and functional check posts at Torkham and Chaman, both countries should strive to make the numerous border check posts which are estimated to be around 700 into legal and recognised entry and exit points, which would be an important step towards reducing tensions. This will assist legal movement of humans, goods and services and prevent the illegal movement of militant groups, as well as smuggling, illicit drugs and arms trafficking. Insurgent groups, after such measures, would not be able to take advantage of the crossing points that escape surveillance.

ii  The aim of implementing the border initiatives is not meant to prevent or deter the movement of masses or goods, it is only meant to regulate and legalise movement. Hence, both countries need to adopt a cooperative framework of border management to check the regular and irregular movement of individuals and goods. Measures need to be adopted that improve the flow of trade and commerce through realistic trade rules and regulations. For example, those engaged in cross-border trade for their livelihoods have resorted to smuggling, in order to avoid losses due to the closure of the border at Torkam and Chaman.

iii  Both countries need to move beyond the blame game and implement an integrated and intelligence led mechanism — but this can only be achieved if there is compliance on both sides. Borders define sovereign states, and Afghanistan, being a sovereign and independent state should accept its defined border to uphold its sovereignty and prevent undue ‘interference’ from external elements.
iv The international community, chiefly NATO and the US, can play an instrumental role through the Resolute Support Mission (RSM) by improving coordination and border mechanisms already in place through the Tri-Partite Commission between the NATO-led International Security Assistance Force (ISAF), Afghanistan and Pakistan, where new joint border management initiatives can be established.

v Despite the Afghan state’s non acceptance of the Pak-Afghan border, the fact remains that the Durand Line is an internationally recognised border. Therefore, Pakistan should continue to implement border initiatives on its side of the border regardless of the Afghan state’s recognition or acceptance of the border. Pakistan is a sovereign state which has the right to defend its territory as long as it does not encroach on the Afghan territory. Therefore, it does not need a formal recognition from the Afghan side.

vi Although the burden of history cannot be washed away easily, a pragmatic and holistic approach needs to be adopted by both countries to address the key issues and irritants in their strained relationship, with the aim to find pragmatic and plausible solutions that addresses their concerns and maximises their interests — and for this it is essential that the fundamental bilateral issue of the Pak-Afghan border is addressed.

Conclusion

In a recent development, which raised hopes for a possible resumption of Pak-Afghan ties, Kabul and Islamabad agreed to carry out ‘joint operations’ against terrorist groups in the border region, under the American supervision. Although former Prime Minister of Pakistan, Nawaz Sharif, and Afghan President, Ashraf Ghani, had agreed at the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) Summit in June 2017, to use the Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) mechanism along with bilateral channels “to undertake specific actions against terror groups and

---

to evolve, through mutual consultations, a mechanism to monitor and verify such actions.”

However, it appears to be more of an one-sided effort by Pakistan. Kabul’s reluctance to carry out ‘joint operations’ on its side of the border is evident from its rising levels of violence and unwillingness toward strict border management; while Islamabad has already taken initiatives along with its border, exemplified through the reduction in violence and terrorist attacks in Pakistan. Although efforts to secure the Pak-Afghan border are generally unilateral by Pakistan, it remains to be seen whether these ‘joint operations’ can bring the two countries on the same page and whether Kabul and Islamabad can put their differences aside and move forward.

Afghanistan and Pakistan need to realise that the geopolitical realities are not the same as they used to be. Regional dynamics have changed. There are now more players and new actors such as the IS, whose rise and its spill over effect has without a doubt brought a new dimension to the Afghan issue. Insurgent groups should not be allowed to take advantage of the unsurveilled crossing points across the border. It is time for Afghanistan to show solidarity and unity toward ending the ever-increasing menace of terrorism by cooperating with Pakistan by building up border security for long-term peace and regional stability. Hence, in such a scenario, it is imperative that both countries should work to safeguard and secure their respective border. Not only will it put an end to the endless blame game between the two sides of perpetual interference, but will also limit and eventually prevent, the movement of militants, smuggling, illicit drugs and arms trafficking.

---